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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to present the rules of diction taught 
by famous French acting teacher Jean-Laurent Cochet,  rules 
such  as  inspir,  reaccentuation,  préfinales and  “same 
situation,  same note”.  In  the first part,  I will  describe them 
with  examples  from the  English-speaking  theatre  repertoire, 
which will suggest that they apply to more languages than just 
French. In the second part, I will analyze their application by 
Cochet himself in his recorded interpretation of La Fontaine's 
fable Les grenouilles qui demandent un roi (The frogs asking  
for a king).
Index Terms: prosody, intonation, theater, acting, Cochet

1. Introduction
Cochet's teachings are part of a French theatre tradition that 
relies  heavily on  diction  –  a  term not  to  be  understood  as 
elocution but rather,  according to Georges Le Roy – another 
famous acting teacher – as “the collection of rules that govern  
spoken  language”  [6].  One  quote  often  repeated  by  Louis 
Jouvet  encapsulates this school  of acting :  “Diction triggers 
feeling.” Diction, therefore, is not to be seen as the enemy of 
spontaneity,  and  Cochet's  self-claimed  goal  is  indeed  to 
“reinvent spontaneity” [2], to recover the speech mechanisms 
that  we  employ  daily  and  unconsciously.  To  this  end,  he 
invites  his  students,  when  working on  a text  –  especially a 
classic one – to “make their own text” [2], that is, to rephrase 
the author's words in a more familiar language, and then apply 
to the author's words the mechanisms they will have found by 
using  this  language.  In  so  doing,  they discover  seven main 
rules :

“Breathing (inspir).
  Reaccentuation.
  Phrasing (as opposed to written punctuation).
  Inflexion.
  Préfinales.
  Same situation, same note.
  Who am I. Where am I. Who am I talking to.” [4]

2. Description of the rules

2.1. Breathing (inspir)
Cochet  regards  breathing  as  fundamental.  The  actor  must 
choose the places in the text where he will take his breath, that 
is  to  say  the  places  where  he  would  take  it  if  he  were 
expressing  himself  spontaneously  with  his  own  words.  He 
realizes that these places are often not the ones you would first 
think  of  (the  ends  of  sentences,  in  particular)  :  Cochet 
recommends  to  follow  the  example  of  Maria  Callas,  who 
claimed to always breathe where people didn't  expect her to 
[4].

“Everything happens at the top of the inspir”, he adds [2], 
that is to say when the lungs are full. The diction of incidental 
clauses is here very revealing. Let us look at this passage from 
Shakespeare's Macbeth :

LADY MACBETH
        When Duncan is asleep –

Whereto the rather shall his day's hard journey 
Soundly invite him – his two chamberlains 

Will I with wine and wassail so convince
That memory, the warder of the brain, 
Shall be a fume, […]

The most natural place to “take an inspir” seems at first to be 
the end of the incidental clause  whereto the rather shall his  
day's hard journey soundly invite him : the passage from the 
time clause when Duncan in asleep to the main clause his two 
chamberlains […] so convince is thus made clear. But another 
way of phrasing is to : a) breathe in before whereto the rather, 
b) stop breathing in to utter it, c) take a new, short breath, d) 
and  then  follow with  his  two chamberlains.  This  gives  the 
impression  that  the  actress  hadn't  planned  the  incidental 
clause,  that,  in  her  mind,  her  inspiration  was  going  to  be 
followed by his two chamberlains. The passage from the time 
clause to the main clause is made even clearer, the incidental 
clause is really incidental and the actress gains spontaneity.

The choice of  the  inspir  is  also  relevant  with  dialogue. 
Oftentimes, you mustn't wait the end of your partner's line to 
prepare  to  answer.  For  instance,  in  this  exchange  from 
Tennessee Williams' Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,

BRICK
You  can't  buy  love!  You  bought  yourself  a 
million dollars worth of junk. Look at it. Does 
it love you?

BIG DADDY
Who'd  you  think  I  bought  it  for?  Me?  It's 
yours.  The  place,  the  money,  every  rotten 
thing is yours!

Big  Daddy can  take  his  inspir  towards  the  end  of  Brick's 
sentence you bought yourself a million dollars worth of junk, 
because his  subsequent  answer is triggered by the fact  that 
Brick says ”you bought yourself”.

2.2. Reaccentuation
“Reaccentuation  is  a  way  of  detaching  or  highlighting  a  
word,  by giving  the first  syllable  a  little more edge.  It  can 
prevent a confusion in the audience's mind.” [4] For instance, 
in this line from Shakespeare's Othello,

OTHELLO
I can again thy former light restore

the  first  syllable  of  restore must  be  reaccentuated  for  the 
audience to hear the inversion between the verb restore and its 
object  thy  former  light.  Otherwise  Cochet  would  ask  the 
actor : “What's a light restore ?” This can also be explained by 
the  syntactical collision constraint [7] [8],  which forbids the 
prosodic  structure to  group together  two words that are not 
directly  dominated  by  the  same  node  in  the  syntactical 
structure, which is the case here with light and restore, since 
the syntactical structure of thy former light restore is :

and not :

   thy former light restore thy former light restore

“But more importantly, reaccentuation makes the visceral  
meaning of  the  author's  words  come through.  Therefore it  
gives feeling to the interpretation.” [4]

[9]



“There  is  a  perfectly  natural  phenomenon  –  I've  been  
doing it in front of you since I started to speak – you all do it  
when  you're  in  a  coffee  shop  or  anywhere  else  –  which  is 
reaccentuation, which means that we think something, words  
come to us in a certain rhythm, in a certain cadence,  in a  
certain  order,  and  they  are  all  shaped  up  by  the  
reaccentuation from our original thought.” [2]

2.3. Phrasing
Cochet  recommends  a  “quasi-systematic  non-respect  of  
written punctuation” [4], to which he opposes phrasing, which 
can then be termed “oral punctuation”. This echoes the idea of 
breathing when not expected to and also concerns the shorter 
pauses without inspiration. Generally speaking, the actor must 
avoid, while he's talking,  visual memory of the signs on the 
page, he must “quit the script” [2] and prefer sensory memory 
and the subtext that he's found when he replaced the author's 
words by his.

2.4. Inflexion
Inflexion  is  to  be understood  as  intonation,  a  term that,  in 
linguistics,  refers  to  pitch  variations  (and  not  variations  of 
length  and intensity,  those  constituting,  with intonation,  the 
components  of  prosody).  Le Roy,  however,  sees  a  possible 
difference  :  “Inflexion means  :  the  set  of  musical  notes  
employed in a spoken sentence. [...]  Intonation has the same 
meaning as inflexion and, more particularly, sometimes that  
of 'beginning of inflexion' (cf. intonare, to strike up).” [6]

A difference of inflexion can of course change the whole 
meaning  of  a  sentence  :  “In  a  dialogue  between  two  lady  
friends that simply is : 'My first lover was a Dane' and the  
answer 'A dog ?',  the average person will say  a dog in the  
interrogative form, but Hélène Perdrière would have said  a 
dog with an undertone of interested curiosity that said a lot.  
So : two different notes in the score and, all of a sudden, the  
whole character is in front of you, just because she thought of  
the inflexion.” [3]

2.5. Préfinales
A préfinale  is  a  syllable  that  can  bear  the  same  prosodic 
contour as the utterance's final syllable. In this line from Oscar 
Wilde's Salome,

HEROD
Salome, I pray thee be not stubborn.

the contour borne by stubborn, whatever that contour is, can 
also be borne by Salome and by pray thee. Herod could stop at 
“Salome, I pray thee”, or even just “Salome”, and his intention 
would already be expressed. This is particularly efficient with 
lines  beginning  by “Ah”,  “Oh”,  “O”,  “Heaven”,  and  other 
interjections that often cause trouble to actors, who tend to say 
them hurriedly,  or  even  cut  them.  Cochet,  on  the  contrary, 
advises to embrace them by turning them into préfinales that 
already contain the line's quintessence.

2.6. Same situation, same note
“Same situation, same note” means that as long as you're in 
the same feeling, or the same attitude, as long as you mean the 
same thing, you use the same final prosodic contour. This rule 
also exists in Le Roy :  “The development of one same idea  
must  be  grouped  in  a  series  of  sentences  where  the  same  
general inflexion will be repeated as many times as necessary.  
These groupings  are called  couplets.  [...]  Changes  of  tone  
and important [oral] punctuations must announce the passage  
from one couplet  to  another  ;  each couplet  corresponds to  
one  development  of  idea.  However long  the  couplet  is,  the  
rule above must be applied, and monotony is not to be feared.  
Nuances  will  be  inserted  inside  the  couplets.” [6] The 
following speech from Shakespeare's The Tempest can thus be 
divided into three couplets :

PROSPERO
Ye elves of hills, brooks, standing lakes and groves,
And ye that on the sands with printless foot
Do chase the ebbing Neptune and do fly him
When he comes back; you demi-puppets that

By moonshine do the green sour ringlets make,
Whereof the ewe not bites, and you whose pastime
Is to make midnight mushrooms, that rejoice
To hear the solemn curfew; by whose aid,
Weak masters though ye be, I have bedimm'd
The noontide sun, call'd forth the mutinous winds,
And 'twixt the green sea and the azured vault
Set roaring war: to the dread rattling thunder
Have I given fire and rifted Jove's stout oak
With his own bolt; the strong-based promontory
Have I made shake and by the spurs pluck'd up
The pine and cedar: graves at my command
Have waked their sleepers, oped, and let 'em forth
By my so potent art. But this rough magic
I here abjure, and, when I have required
Some heavenly music, which even now I do,
To work mine end upon their senses that
This airy charm is for, I'll break my staff,
Bury it certain fathoms in the earth,
And deeper than did ever plummet sound
I'll drown my book.

The first couplet is the whole series of apostrophes, from 
the  beginning  to  set  roaring  war.  The  second  couplet  is 
Prospero's listing of his magical exploits,  from  to the dread  
rattling thunder to  by my so potent art. The remaining lines 
form  the  third  couplet,  where  Prospero  declares  he  will 
renounce his powers.

We can note that set roaring war and by my so potent art 
are half lines, followed by a break in the middle of the line, 
and here it is interesting to say a word about another tradition 
of diction, the English tradition of William Poel. It has been 
carried on by, among others, director Peter Hall. Hall [5] starts 
from the principle he calls the  “sanctity of  the line”,  which 
means that the verse must be heard as verse, the ends of lines 
must  be  marked.  Half  lines  are  problematic  in  this  regard 
because they are followed by a pause, which could make the 
audience believe that this is the end of the line, when it is not. 
For the pause not to disrupt the integrity of the line, the actor 
must therefore slow down on the first half line, and also on the 
one that follows. This way, he “earns the pause” and the line 
is  preserved.  And  the  beauty  is  that  these  slowing-downs 
nearly always correspond to changes of mood or action. It is 
the case here, where the division in couplets, based on content 
alone,  coincides  with  the  occurrence  of  half  lines.  (In  fact, 
there are other half lines :  when he comes back,  to hear the 
solemn curfew, with his own bolt and the pine and cedar, but I 
would rather define them as indicating subdivisions into each 
couplet.)

The “same situation, same note” rule, or the couplet, is for 
Cochet  and  Le  Roy a  typical  example  of  conscientizing  a 
phenomenon that happens all the time in spontaneous speech. 
Cochet says that it becomes blatant in the prank phone calls 
played  by  French  humorist  Jean-Yves  Lafesse,  where  the 
victims,  cornered  into  situations  that  strip  them  of  any 
expressive  inhibitions  they may have,  are  soon  obsessively 
using the same note.

2.7. Who am I. Where am I. Who am I talking to.
The “who am I, where am I, who am I talking to” rule is self-
evident and doesn't deal with diction as much as the six other 
rules. It has its importance for La Fontaine's fables – which I 
will  now  focus  on  –  and  the  way  Cochet  envisions  the 
situation  of  an  actor  who  is  telling  one.  Cochet  made  the 
fables the basis of his teachings. “In them you can find all the  
circumstances  of  life,  from  the  most  commonplace  to  the  
rarest, and therefore you can find all the feelings involved in  
telling a story. Which enables you to play all situations.” [3] 
Cochet  opposes  the  way schoolchildren  are  taught  to  recite 
them, and also finds that very few actors, even the greatest, 
have ever been able to tell them correctly. For him, “you must  
start from the end, that is to say know where you want to lead  
people”  [4]  :  the  famous  fable's  moral.  “How to  tell  a  La  
Fontaine fable ? Before you learn it by heart, you figure out  
the  topic,  you  imagine  yourself  chatting  about  it  with  
someone who disagrees with you (there cannot be a dramatic  
situation  unless  there's  a  contradiction),  you  get  warmed 
up...  The game starts. To convince your opponent,  you give  
some examples, you tell some anecdotes. The fable is one of  
them. And you tell it very naturally in the colour of the feeling  
that was awakened in you when the person didn't understand  
you  :  indignation,  amazement,  commiseration,  kind-
heartedness, etc.” [4]



3. Analysis of Cochet's interpretation

In the first four lines, which make up the exposition, the initial 
situation (present in all the other fables), Cochet, through his 
diction,  announces the fable's  subject.  The title is  The frogs 
asking for  a king ;  Cochet takes an  inspir  after  grenouilles 
(frogs) and  reaccentuates the  first  syllable  of  monarchique 
(monarchical). Similarly,  in  the  exposition  of  Le  Lion  
amoureux (The Lion  in  love),  which  contains  the  lines  “Et 
voir,  sans  vous  épouvanter  |  Un  lion  qu'Amour  sut  
dompter ?” (“And see, without taking fear | A lion tamed by  
Love ?”), Cochet points that there must be a préfinale (in this 
case, an interrogation contour) on lion and Amour (Love).

The following line is “There fell from the sky a king most  
pacific”. This is the inciting incident, which ends exposition 
and begins the first act : a king arrives and frightens the frogs. 
Cochet doesn't make any pause to underline this turning point, 
even if the previous line ends with a dot.  The  phrasing he 
chooses  is  independent  from  the  written  punctuation  :  he 
doesn't  breathe  after  monarchique but  after  il  leur  tomba. 
There is a falling contour on monarchique, but no vocal flow 
break between the two lines (Fig. 1).

The aim, as always,  is to gain spontaneity : Cochet remarks 
that  when someone tells a story during a dinner,  they don't 
pause after setting the scene. To make a pause when telling a 
fable  is,  according  to  him,  typical  of  school-taught  or 
“theatrical” recitation. There are two other moments when his 
phrasing differs from the punctuation. In the first case (Fig. 2), 
the  inspiration  isn't  after  en  fit  autant,  which  would 
correspond to the comma, but after il en vint. There is, though, 

a rising contour  on  autant.  The rhythmic grouping is :  une 
autre  la  suivit  |  une  autre  en  fit  autant  il  en  vint  |  une 
fourmilière.

In the second case (Fig. 3), the inspiration isn't after  de leur  
dire (to say to them),  which would stand for the colon,  but 
after  votre désir (your desire).  Cochet  doesn't  underline  the 
beginning  of  the  quoted  speech  and  doesn't  put  on  any 
particular voice to play Jove – something that he again judges 
contrary to what happens in spontaneous speech. (Similarly, in 
the line  “We want, the frogs say, a king with some vigour”, 
the quoted speech donnez-nous un roi qui se remue (we want  
a  king  with  some vigour)  is  said  in  the  same voice  as  the 
narration dit ce peuple (the frogs say)). By his diction, it's as 
though  Cochet  turned  what,  on  the  page,  is  direct speech 
(introductory verb say, colon, words transcribed as they were 
uttered) into something that comes closer to  indirect speech, 
or even  free indirect speech (“And Jove to say to them that,  
what, does their desire think it can to its laws bound him ?”).

The  following  lines  offer  the  first  instance  of  “same 
situation,  same  note” (Fig.  4).  Cochet  uses  the  same 
intonative  pattern  (a  “three-stage”  rise)  on  en  tombant, 
marécageuse et fort peureuse. The third line, gent fort sotte et  
fort  peureuse,  is  an  incidental  clause.  Cochet  indicates  it 
neither  with prosody,  neither  by breathing before uttering it 
(as with the example from  Macbeth),  but  with the use of a 
slightly creaky voice. The prosodic contour could have been 
for  instance  low and flat,  a common strategy in  read-aloud 
speech.  But  here,  Cochet  does  the  same  thing  as  what 
spontaneous  speakers  usually  do  :  the  incidental  clause  is 
integrated into the utterance's prosodic structure in the same 
way as the two other constituents are (the two previous lines). 
In other words, the clause is incidental only in syntax, not in 
prosody. There are other couplets afterwards (Fig. 5, 6).

    Les grenouilles se lassant
    De l'état démocratique,
    Par leurs clameurs firent tant 
Que Jupin les soumit au pouvoir monarchique.
Il leur tomba du ciel un roi tout pacifique:
Ce roi fit toutefois un tel bruit en tombant,
    Que la gent marécageuse,
    Gent fort sotte et fort peureuse,
    S'alla cacher sous les eaux,
    Dans les joncs, dans les roseaux,
    Dans les trous du marécage,
Sans oser de longtemps regarder au visage
Celui qu'elles croyaient être un géant nouveau;
    Or c'était un soliveau,
De qui la gravité fit peur à la première,
    Qui de le voir s'aventurant,
    Osa bien quitter sa tanière.
    Elle approcha, mais en tremblant.
Une autre la suivit, une autre en fit autant,
    Il en vint une fourmilière;
Et leur troupe à la fin se rendit familière
    Jusqu'à sauter sur l'épaule du roi.
Le bon sire le souffre, et se tient toujours coi.
Jupin en a bientôt la cervelle rompue.
Donnez-nous, dit ce peuple, un roi qui se 

      [remue.
Le monarque des dieux leur envoie une grue,
    Qui les croque, qui les tue,
    Qui les gobe à son plaisir;
    Et grenouilles de se plaindre;
Et Jupin de leur dire : Eh quoi? votre désir
    A ses lois croit-il nous astreindre?
    Vous avez dû premièrement
    Garder votre gouvernement;
Mais, ne l'ayant pas fait, il vous devait suffire
Que votre premier roi fut débonnaire et doux:
    De celui-ci contentez-vous,
    De peur d'en rencontrer un pire.

Figure 1: 
Que Jupin les soumit au  pouvoir  monarchique.
that Jove them submitted to   power    monarchical
Il leur tomba du ciel un roi tout pacifique:
there to them fell from the sky a king all pacific

Figure 2: 
Une autre la suivit, une autre en fit autant,
an other her followed an other did as much
Il en vint une fourmilière
there of them came an ant-hill

Figure 3:
Et Jupin de leur dire: Eh quoi ? votre désir
and Jove to them say what your desire
A ses lois croit il nous astreindre ?
to its laws believe it us bound

Figure 4:
Ce roi fit toutefois un tel bruit en tombant,
this king made however a such noise in falling
Que la gent marécageuse,
that the folk swampy
Gent fort sotte et fort peureuse,
folk very silly and very fearful

    The frogs growing tired
    Of democratic regime,
    By shouting did so much
That Jove submitted them to monarchical

      [power.
There fell from the sky a king most pacific:
This king, however, had so noisy a fall,
    That the swampy folk,
    A very silly and fearful folk,
    Went hiding underwater,
    In the reeds, in the rushes,
    In the swamp's holes,
Not daring, for quite long, to look at the face
Of what they took to be a new giant;
    But he was really a log,
Whose grave air frightened the first of them,
    Who, venturing to see him,
    Dared leave his shelter.
    He approached, but trembling.
Another followed him, another did too,
    There came a flock of them;
And their band in the end was so familiar
    As to jump on the monarch's shoulder.
The good king suffers it, and doesn't say a 

        [word.
Jove's head is soon aching with pain.
We want, the frogs say, a king with some 

     [vigour.
The divine sovereign sends them down a crane,
    Who eats them, who kills them,
    Who gobbles them at will;
    Which prompts the frogs to complain;
And Jove to say to them : What ? does your 

          [desire
    Think it can to its laws bound us ?
    Your duty was first
    To keep your government;
But, having failed to do so, it should have been 

             [enough
For your first king to be sweet and kind:
    With this one here content yourself,
    For fear of meeting one worse.



Cochet uses almost no terminal contour until  the end of 
the fable. “The question is : when must you 'close your sense'  
in  a  fable,  a  monologue  or  a  two-character  scene  ?  
Theorically,  never.  Except,  if  you  want  to,  when  the  'main  
message' of the speech has been told.” [4] “If you close your  
sense, you don't have anything left to say. When you've had  
enough water, you close your tap, but if you want some more,  
you leave it open,  that seems logical to me. As long as you  
have something on your mind,  as long as you want  to  free  
yourself of something, to evacuate something, to convince the  
other  person,  you're  in  the  same situation,  you  leave  your  
sense open.” [2] The few exceptions are :

– monarchique at the end of the exposition (but  the falling 
contour doesn't  have the time to make any effect because 
Cochet doesn't pause) (Fig. 1);

– garder  votre  gouvernement (but  this  is  inside  quoted 
speech);

– exclamation contours on rompue, remue, grue (Fig. 6), qui  
les gobe à son plaisir, et grenouilles de se plaindre.

Aside  from  these  exceptions,  in  several  places  where  the 
punctuation suggests a melodic fall, Cochet  “keeps his note  
open” [2] :

Qui de le voir s'aventurant,
Osa bien quitter sa tanière.
Elle approcha, mais en tremblant. (Fig. 5)

Thanks  to  these rising contours,  the  fable  becomes,  as  was 
Cochet's wish, a short anecdote aimed to convince someone of 
the final moral.

There are several syntactic inversions in The frogs asking  
for  a  king :  par  leurs  clameurs firent  tant,  qui  de  le  voir 
s'aventurant, votre désir à ses lois croit-il nous astreindre and 
de celui-ci contentez-vous. One way of indicating them, as we 
have seen with the example from Othello, is to reaccentuate 
the  first  syllable  of the  second inverted  term.  But  there are 
other  ways  :  here,  Cochet  either  pauses  before  the  first 
inverted term and stretches its last syllable, or gives it a rising 
contour, or makes a new pause after it.

In  the  fable's  last  lines,  Cochet  uses  two  préfinales,  on 
débonnaire (Fig. 8) and  contentez-vous (Fig. 9). As with the 
example  Salome,  I  pray  thee  be  not  stubborn,  there  is  an 
anticipation of the final contour borne respectively by et doux 
and de peur d'en rencontrer un pire.

4. Conclusion
I have presented Cochet's rules, shown that they could apply 
to English examples, and analyzed more closely how they are 
realized by Cochet, with the additional requirements of a La 
Fontaine  fable.  Some  prospects  to  this  study  are  the 
investigation of other parts of the French tradition of diction, 
as well as the English one, and experiments with actors, both 
with dramatic texts and spontaneous speech data.
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Figure 5: 
De qui la gravité fit peur à la première,
of whom the gravity made fear to the first
Qui de le voir s'aventurant
who to him see venturing
Osa bien quitter sa tanière.
dared well leave her shelter
Elle approcha, mais en tremblant.
she approached but in trembling

Figure 7: 
Sans oser de longtemps regarder au visage
without dare of long time look at the face
Celui qu' elles croyaient être un géant nouveau;
the one that they believed be a giant new

Figure 8:
il vous devait suffire
it you should suffice

Que votre premier roi fut débonnaire et doux:
that your first king be kind and sweet

Figure 6: 
Jupin en a bientôt la cervelle rompue.
Jove of it has soon the brain broken
Donnez nous, dit ce peuple, un roi qui se remue
give us says this people a king that himself moves
Le monarque des dieux leur envoie une grue,
the monarch of the gods to them sends a crane

Figure 9:
De celui ci contentez vous,
of this one here content you
De peur d' en rencontrer un pire.
of fear of of them meet one worse
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